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Abstract

This study presents a long short-term memory
(LSTM) neural network approach to Japanese
word segmentation (JWS). Previous studies on
Chinese word segmentation have succeeded
in using recurrent neural networks such as
LSTM and gated recurrent units. However, in
contrast to Chinese, Japanese includes several
character types such as hiragana, katakana,
and kanji, which produce orthographic varia-
tions and increase the difficulty of word seg-
mentation. Additionally, while it is important
to consider a global context, traditional JWS
approaches still rely on local features. To ad-
dress this problem, this study proposes em-
ploying an LSTM-based approach to JWS.

1 Introduction

Word segmentation is a fundamental task of
Japanese language processing. Moreover, word
segmentation errors in East Asian languages (e.g.,
Japanese and Chinese), which lack a trivial word
segmentation process, can cause problems for down-
stream NLP applications. Thus, it is crucial to per-
form accurate word segmentation for the Japanese
language.

To achieve high accuracy, modern Japanese word
segmentation (JWS) methods utilize discriminative
models relying on extensive feature engineering.
However, machine-learning-based methods tend to
require hand-crafted feature templates. Thus, they
suffer from data sparseness. Neural network mod-
els have, therefore, been investigated for various
NLP tasks to address the problem of feature engi-
neering (Liu et al., 2015; Sutskever et al., 2014;
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Socher et al., 2013; Turian et al., 2010; Mikolov et
al., 2013). Neural network models enable the use
of dense feature vectors (i.e., embeddings) that are
learned via representation learning.

Another important problem in JWS corresponds
to context modeling. Traditional JWS methods em-
ploy feature templates to expand local features in a
fixed window. However, global information beyond
the window is not considered. Conversely, recur-
rent neural network (RNN) models grasp long dis-
tance information owing to the use of long short–
term memory (LSTM), achieving state-of-the-art ac-
curacy in Chinese word segmentation (Chen et al.,
2015b). However, it is uncertain whether the LSTM
approach is also effective for JWS because there are
many types of character sets in Japanese that pro-
duce orthographic variations.

Therefore, we propose an LSTM network for
JWS that incorporates character-level embeddings
and long-distance dependency. The main contribu-
tions of this study are as follows.

• We propose an LSTM model for JWS and
investigate methods to utilize sparse features,
such as character type, character n-gram, and
dictionary features.

• The experimental results indicate that the
proposed word segmentation model achieves
comparable performance to conventional ap-
proaches in both token- and sentence-level ac-
curacy with respect to various datasets.

• Our souce code is available at GitHub1.
1https://github.com/ace12358/

WordSegmentation
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2 LSTM for Japanese Word Segmentation

Machine-learning-based approaches for word seg-
mentation build a classifier from an annotated cor-
pus to classify the existence of word boundaries
around a target character. In word segmentation,
each character is assigned to several labels, such as
{B, I, E, S}, {B, I, E}, and {B, I} to indicate the
segmentation, where {B}, {I}, {E}, and {S} repre-
sents Begin, Inside, End, and Single, in that order. In
JWS, the most prevalent label set corresponds to {B,
I, E, S}, and the label sets do not significantly affect
the accuracy of our preliminary experiments.

Classification of these labels is performed by run-
ning the Viterbi algorithm over a word lattice (Kudo
et al., 2004; Nakagawa, 2004; Kaji and Kitsure-
gawa, 2013) or by independently performing predic-
tions (Neubig et al., 2011). However, previous ap-
proaches used feature templates to expand window-
based local features. Thus, they suffered data sparse-
ness and a lack of global information in a sentence.
An RNN, such as LSTM, addresses the problem of
the lack of history by using recurrent hidden units,
in which the output at each time depends on that
of the previous time. This method has been suc-
cessfully demonstrated with respect to several NLP
tasks, such as language modeling (Mikolov et al.,
2010) and text generation (Sutskever et al., 2011).

Thus, we propose character-based embeddings
and an LSTM network for JWS. Figure 1 shows an
overview of the proposed framework. The model
is similar to previous studies on CWS (Chen et al.,
2015b) which uses character embeddings. However,
our model also incorporates character-based n-gram
embeddings (character n-gram and character type n-
gram) and a word dictionary sparse feature in addi-
tion to character embeddings.

In the neural architecture, character-based embed-
dings for context characters are extracted via the
lookup table layer and concatenated into a single
vector, xt ∈ RH1 , where H1 is the size of the in-
put layer. Thereafter, xt is passed into the next layer
to perform the linear transformation, W1, followed
by an element-wise activation function, g, such as
sigmoid and tanh functions:

ht = g(W1xt + b1) (1)

where W1 ∈ RH2×H1 , b1 ∈ RH2 , and ht ∈ RH2 .

Additionally, H2 denotes a hyperparameter, which
indicates the number of hidden units in the hidden
layer. b1 denotes a bias vector, and ht denotes the
resulting hidden vector. The final output is obtained
by running a softmax function after a similar linear
transformation, W2, to the hidden vector as follows:

yt = softmax (W2ht + b2) (2)

where W2∈ R|T |×H2 , b2 ∈ R|T |, and yt ∈ R|T |.
Thus, b2 denotes a bias vector, and yt denotes the
distribution vector for each possible label.

2.1 Character-Level Features

This section discusses character-level features, as
shown in Figure 1. This paper introduces charac-
ter embedding, character-type embedding, and their
n-gram for JWS. We describe the character vector,
ct, for JWS below. Formally, the character vector,
ct, is defined as follows:

ct = lt ⊕ et, (3)

where⊕ denotes concatenation of the vectors, and lt
and et denote character embeddings and character-
type embeddings, respectively. These embeddings
are fed to the input layer.

In the following subsections, we discuss three fea-
tures frequently used in JWS, and we describe their
realization as embeddings in the proposed architec-
ture.

2.1.1 Character Embeddings
In a word segmentation task, a character dictio-

nary, C, of size |C| is often created. Traditional
machine-learning approaches that use feature tem-
plates treat each character independently as a one-
hot vector. However, it is natural for a neural net-
work model to represent discrete data as distributed
vectors or embeddings (Bengio et al., 2003; Col-
lobert and Weston, 2008). Representation learning
is an actively studied topic in NLP because it over-
comes the data sparseness problem. Thus, the same
practice is followed to represent each character as a
real-valued vector, vc ∈ Rd, where d is the dimen-
sionality of the vector space. With respect to each
character, the corresponding character embedding,
vc, is selected by a lookup table.
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed LSTM for JWS.

2.1.2 Character-Type Embeddings
Character embeddings are extremely effective in

identifying prefixes and postfixes. However, they
can be too sparse when crossing a word boundary.
To address this problem, it is helpful to exploit char-
acter types, such as hiragana, katakana, and kanji
(e.g.,ひらがな，カタカナ，漢字), for JWS (Neu-
big et al., 2011). For example, katakana sequences
tends to correspond to a loan word. A transition
from a character type to another will likely corre-
spond to a word boundary (Nagata, 1999).

2.1.3 Character-Based n-gram Embeddings
In addition to character type, the n-gram is ef-

fective in JWS (Neubig et al., 2011). Thus, the
character-type sequence information is incorporated
as embeddings. Each character is converted to a one-
hot vector corresponding to its character type. A
one-hot vector comprises either hiragana, katakana,
kanji, alphabet, number, symbol, start symbol, or
terminal symbol. The advantages of a deep neu-
ral network include dealing with sparse vectors by
converting them to dense vectors. This enables the
utilization of a sparse feature, such as character tri-
gram. Additionally, a character-based n-gram is ef-
fective for sentence similarity, part-of-speech tag-
ging (Wieting et al., 2016), and for Japanese mor-

phological analysis (Neubig et al., 2011). Therefore,
n-gram is used for character and character-type em-
beddings. More precisely, a one-hot vector is cre-
ated for each unigram, bigram, and trigram. Each
embedding is selected by a lookup table as well as
unigram embeddings.

The embedding vectors lt and et are defined as
follows:

lt = l[t−2:t] ⊕ l[t−1:t] ⊕ l[t] (4)

et = e[t−2:t] ⊕ e[t−1:t] ⊕ e[t] (5)

where l[a:b] denotes the embedding for the strings
from a to b. The same holds for et.

2.2 Incorporating Word Dictionary
Character embeddings, character-type embeddings,
and their n-gram extensions perform an excellent
job with respect to learning character-based fea-
tures from an annotated corpus. However, character-
based JWS models lack word-level information use-
ful in determining the character sequences constitut-
ing a word. Thus, a Japanese morphological ana-
lyzer typically uses a dictionary. It is essential for
a JWS using a word lattice during decoding to use
word-level information such as a unigram and a bi-
gram. However, this is not necessary for character-
based JWS approaches.
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Figure 2: Example of a dictionary vector.

Notably, it is not trivial to encode dictionary infor-
mation into a neural network architecture. Tsuboi
(2014) suggests that it is ineffective to learn both
dense continuous and sparse discrete vector repre-
sentations in the same layer. Thus, we follow the
same practice to create a sparse dictionary vector.
Whereas, instead of learning embeddings, this is
used for the input to the final output layer, as shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 2 illustrates the creation of a dictionary
vector, comprising three parts, as follows: left-side
feature L, right-side feature R, and inside-feature I .
For example, L2 is activated if a word with a length
corresponding to 2 exists in the dictionary on the
left side of the prediction point. If the length of the
word exceeds a certain threshold, the word length
is cut off with respect to the length. In the study, 4
is adopted as the threshold, following Neubig et al.
(2011). In contrast to L and R, I2 is fired if there
exists a word spanning the boundary and possesses
a length of 2. It should be noted that I is activated
only if the length of the word exceeds 1, based on its
definition. Finally, the feature vectors are concate-
nated to a single vector (e.g., a dictionary vector).

The dictionary vector, dt, is concatenated to the
current hidden vector. It should be noted that the
current hidden vector, ht, is on top of the LSTM
network. Formally, the new hidden vector, h′

t, is
defined as follows.

h′
t = ht ⊕ dt. (6)

2.3 Training
In this study, a cross-entropy error is adopted as a
loss function. Given an output vector, yt, the loss
in a correct distribution corresponding to ct is com-
puted as follows.

loss =
∑
t

−it log yt +
1

2
λ‖θ‖22, (7)

where it denotes the correct label distribution, λ de-
notes a hyperparameter of L2 regularization, and θ
indicates all parameters of the model.

Following (Socher et al., 2013), the diagonal vari-
ant of AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011) with mini
batches is used to minimize the objective. The up-
date for the i-th parameter, θt,i, at time step t, is de-
fined as follows.

θt,i = θt−1,i −
α√∑t
t=τ g

2
τ,i

gt,i. (8)

where α denotes the initial learning rate, and gτ de-
notes the gradient at time step τ for parameter θi.

3 Experiments

We evaluated the proposed neural word segmenta-
tion method on several JWS corpora. To evaluate
the neural network architectures, we prepare a feed-
forward network (FFNN) and an RNN for JWS. The
FFNN is illustrated by a dotted line in Figure 1.
Additionally, the RNN uses the same inputs as the
LSTM, whereas it does not use any LSTM units.
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Table 1: Number of sentences in the corpora.

domain train test

Yahoo! Japan Answers 5,880 496
Yahoo! Japan Blog 7,036 506
White paper 5,471 496
Magazine 12,369 492
Newspaper 16,222 495
Book 9,470 499
BCCWJ All 56,448 2,984

KC All 18,455 1,234

The experiments are separated into two parts.
First, the neural network architectures and features
are compared to previous state-of-the-art methods
on a balanced corpus. Second, the proposed method
is evaluated on a newspaper corpus annotated with a
different segmentation criterion.

3.1 Settings

Datasets. We evaluate the methods with respect
to two different datasets: a popular Japanese cor-
pus, the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Writ-
ten Japanese (BCCWJ) version 1.1 (Maekawa et al.,
2014); and another widely used Japanese corpus, the
Kyoto University Corpus (KC), version 4.0. The
BCCWJ is composed of various domains, whereas
KC only includes the newswire domain. The de-
tails of the corpora are shown in Table 1. The train
and test split of BCCWJ follow, per the Project Next
NLP2. We used a short unit word as the segmenta-
tion standard, and we adopted the same train and test
split of KC used in previous studies (Kudo et al.,
2004; Uchimoto et al., 2001).

With respect to word-level features, Neubig et al.
(2011) do not use any external dictionary, except the
dictionary created from the training corpus. Hence,
the same scenario is adopted, and all the words in
the training corpus are added. However, words ap-
pearing only once in a corpus are omitted to prevent
overfitting of the training data, as described in (Neu-
big et al., 2011). To analyze the effect of the dictio-
nary feature, we recreate a larger dictionary created
from both training and test sets. This is termed as
“gold dict” in Table 3.

2https://goo.gl/QCxxwB

Tools. In the experiments, we use the state-of-the-
art JWS tool, KyTea (ver.0.4.6) 3, which implements
(Neubig et al., 2011) on this dataset.4 We train a
KyTea model using the provided scripts for train-
ing. This internally creates a dictionary, as described
above. Pretrained KyTea models adopt their own
word segmentation criterion, extended from that of
BCCWJ. Thus, KyTea models are retrained to en-
sure a fair comparison.

Additionally, we implement neural network-
based JWS models, including FFNN, RNN, and
LSTM, by using a neural-network framework,
Chainer (ver 1.4.0)5(Tokui et al., 2015).

3.2 Hyperparameters

We investigate several parameter combinations in-
spired by previous studies (Chen et al., 2015b) in
our preliminary experiments. The complete set of
parameters used in the study is shown in Table 2.
The BCCWJ development set is used for tuning hy-
perparameters.

Pretraining. Based on the preliminary experi-
ments and the early convergence of the learning
curve on the development set, we do not perform
pretraining for character embeddings.

Window size. Preliminary experiments indicate
that a window size of 5 is better than others in terms
of both accuracy and training time. Thus, window
size 5 is selected.

Dimension of character and character-type em-
beddings. The dimension of character embed-
dings is fixed by following (Chen et al., 2015b). In
contrast, we search six configurations of character-
type embeddings: 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, and 50. We set
the hidden units of character-type embeddings to 10
because of the preliminary experiments.

Label set. In CWS, the label set {B, I, E, S} is
often used. In contrast, various label sets are adopted
in JWS. We explore three label sets and show that
{B, I, E, S} is slightly better than the others.

3http://www.phontron.com/kytea/
4Morita et al. (2015) used a different segmentation standard

than ours, thus it is not directly applicable to our dataset.
5http://chainer.org
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Table 2: The hyperparameter set of the study.

hyperparameter value

window size 5
character embeddings 100
character type embeddings 10
hidden layer size 150
label set {B, I, E, S}
learning rate 0.1
coefficient of L2 regularization 0.0001

Learning rate. In this task, the learning rate
largely affects accuracy. A small learning rate (such
as 0.01) degrades accuracy and significantly affects
learning time. Thus, a learning rate of 0.1 is selected
for all the experiments.

3.3 Results
Table 3 shows the experimental results for the BC-
CWJ Corpus. In the KC, the LSTM+ctype+n-
gram+dictsys model obtained an F1 of 96.47,
whereas the baseline KyTea 0.4.6 achieved an F1 of
96.21. Our LSTM-based method outperformed the
state-of-the-art method (Neubig et al., 2011). Table
4 illustrates the performance of the two methods per
domain breakdown. The accuracy of the proposed
method, in terms of token-level F1 and sentence-
level accuracy, exceeds those of the others in four
out of six domains, resulting in improvements in the
overall performance. These four domains contain
more orthographic variants than the other two.

4 Discussion

Models. Table 3 shows that LSTM is superior to
FFNN and RNN by using the same feature set (char-
acter embeddings only). It demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of modeling a context by LSTM.

Character-type embeddings. Comparing LSTM
with LSTM + ctype, F1 improves by 0.25 points.
The result shows that character-type embeddings are
useful in JWS.

Dictionary feature. The addition of a dictionary
feature to LSTM + ctype improves F1 by 0.37. This
result shows that dictionary feature is effective in
JWS. However, the addition of the dictionary fea-
ture to LSTM + ctype + n-gram does not result in

Table 3: Experimental results of JWS on BCCWJ. Ctype
= character-type embeddings, and n = 1, 2, 3.

Methods F1

FFNN 96.53
RNN 96.46
LSTM 97.00
LSTM+ctype 97.25
LSTM+ctype+dictsys 97.37
LSTM+ctype+{uni,bi}gram 98.05
LSTM+ctype+n-gram 98.41
LSTM+ctype+n-gram+dictsys 98.42
LSTM+ctype+n-gram+dictgold 98.67

KyTea 0.4.6 98.34

any notable difference. We assume that character-
based n-gram embeddings subsume the dictionary
feature because the dictionary is created from the
training corpus, (dictsys ). Additional experiments
using the gold dictionary created from the test cor-
pus, (dictgold ), support this hypothesis6. Our find-
ings are similar to Zhang et al. (2018), who em-
ployed n-gram based feature templates and dictio-
naries for CWS.

n-gram embeddings. A comparison of LSTM +
ctype with LSTM + ctype + n-gram indicates n-
gram embeddings significantly improve the perfor-
mance of the model by a large margin. There are
several attempts to incorporate neural representa-
tions into a conditional random field (CRF) (Ma and
Hovy, 2016; Lample et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017),
all of which use bidirectional LSTM as encoders
for sequence labeling tasks. In contrast, we apply
simple n-gram embeddings, which can be easily ob-
tained using a raw corpus. Our findings are in line
with the rich pretraining method for neural CWS
(Yang et al., 2017).

5 Error Analysis

5.1 Effect of Domain
To determine the characteristics of the proposed
method, we conducted an error analysis by compar-
ing the proposed method with KyTea, with respect

6The singletons of the combined corpus are removed while
creating the gold dictionary. Thus the test corpus may still con-
tain words that are not in the gold dictionary.
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Table 4: Token-level and sentence-level performance on
various domains in the BCCWJ dataset.

Domain F1 # incorrect sent.
KyTea Ours KyTea Ours

Y! Answers 98.38 98.44 75 69
Y! Blog 99.75 99.73 98 97
White paper 99.20 99.08 81 84
Book 98.15 98.28 82 91
Magazine 96.70 97.25 102 90
Newspaper 98.19 98.46 96 75

All 98.34 98.42 534 506

Table 5: An example of the error in this study and KyTea.
The character “|” indicates the word boundary, and the
asterisk indicates the incorrect part.

Method Example

Ours エルマー |*とりゅう |の |絵 |で
KyTea エルマー |と |りゅう |の |絵 |で

Ours うち |*がまんま |その |環境 |です |。
KyTea うち |が |まんま |その |環境 |です |。

Ours 七百 |六十 |一 |の |ため池 |など
KyTea 七百 |六十 |一 |*のため |池 |など

Ours 思う |と |うんざり |です |．
KyTea 思う |*とうんざり |です |．

to different domains. Thus, we computed the F1 for
each domain of BCCWJ, and counted the number
of incorrect sentences. Table 4 summarizes token-
level and sentence-level comparisons between the
proposed model and KyTea.

We selected Magazine that exhibited the largest
margin in token-level F1 as the successful domain,
and selected Book and White paper having the
largest margin in sentence-level evaluation as the un-
successful domains.

Magazine. This domain contains colloquial ex-
pressions as well as formal expressions. Hiragana
occupies a substantial portion of this corpus because
of the colloquial expressions. Furthermore, F1 for
this domain is the lower in the two methods. The
results indicate that hiragana exhibits a poor perfor-
mance. However, the proposed method is more ro-
bust than KyTea in this domain. This may be caused

by the modeling of contextual information because
the hiragana sequence tends to fall outside of the lo-
cal window size.

Book. This domain typically includes named enti-
ties, such as a company name. This corpus is bal-
anced in terms of the proportion of character types.
Generally, the proposed model tends to be robust
for compounds of different character types (e.g.,
Famiポート (Fami Port) multimedia vending ma-
chine), whereas Neubig et al. (2011)’s model cor-
rectly classified words comprising unique character
types (e.g.ポストドクター (Postdoc)). The differ-
ence between token-level and sentence-level accu-
racy highlights the characteristic of these methods.
The proposed method typically produces fewer er-
rors, whereas it does not consistently perform word
segmentation across the corpus.

White paper. This domain comprises of official
documents published by the government. Thus,
kanji covers a substantial portion of the corpus. Ad-
ditionally, the number of characters per sentence is
high. In this domain, the proposed method is only
inferior to Neubig et al. (2011), with respect to both
F1 and the number of incorrect sentences. This is
potentially caused by the long-sequence introduced
noise to the LSTM-based models.

5.2 Example
To investigate the characteristics of the proposed
method from a different perspective, we demon-
strate actual examples of word segmentation. Table
5 shows a comparison of four examples for the cur-
rent study and KyTea 0.4.6. The proposed method
possesses two characteristics.

The first characteristic is that strings with the
same character type tend to form a word unit. This
characteristic is demonstrated by the first and sec-
ond examples. In the first example, “と (and)”
and “りゅう (dragon)” are different words. How-
ever, they are of the same character type “Hira-
gana.” Thus, they are incorrectly combined to form
a fake word. In the second example, “が (NOM)”
and “まんま (just)” are also incorrectly connected.
This type of error tends to occur when the charac-
ter type corresponds to “Hiragana”, which includes
many high-frequency ambiguous single-character
particles.
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Another characteristic of this method is that
words with different character types tend to be
broken by KyTea at the position where a charac-
ter type is changed. This characteristic is demon-
strated by the third example. In this example,
“ため池 (storage reservoir)” is a single word con-
sisting of “ため (storage)” and “池 (reservoir)”,
whereas KyTea fails to recognize the word because
“ため” and “池” are of different character types.
In contrast, the proposed method correctly identifies
the word.

However, there are cases where contrary results
are indicated. In the fourth example, “と (and)” and
“うんざり (fed up)” correspond to different words
of the same character type “Hiragana”. An analy-
sis of the first and second examples indicates that
the proposed method tends to form a fake word that
comprises of the same character type. However, it
yields a correct segmentation result. There is still
room for improvement by using a dictionary to ad-
dress the problem of spurious words. The upper
bound of the proposed method is shown in Table 3.

6 Related Works

In JWS, a supervised learning approach is widely
used. A popular method in JWS involves creating a
word lattice by using a dictionary and using Viterbi
decoding (Kudo et al., 2004; Sassano, 2002). This
approach is known to yield accurate results by con-
sidering the sequence of words, whereas it is not ro-
bust if training data differ from test data (Neubig
et al., 2011). Another popular approach employs
pointwise prediction by using a local window (Neu-
big et al., 2011; Neubig and Mori, 2010). However,
both approaches do not consider the global context
because they use feature templates of a fixed length.
Additionally, they both suffer from feature sparse-
ness.

Recently, deep neural network architectures have
been widely used for CWS tasks (Chen et al., 2015b;
Chen et al., 2015a; Pei et al., 2014; Zhang et al.,
2016; Cai and Zhao, 2016). These approaches are
mainly divided into two types: structured predic-
tion model (Zhang et al., 2016; Cai and Zhao, 2016)
and pointwise prediction model (Chen et al., 2015b;
Chen et al., 2015a; Pei et al., 2014). However, a
deep neural network approach requires high compu-

tational costs compared to previous approaches. In
JWS, Morita et al. (2015) proposed integrating an
RNN language model into JWS by interpolating it
with traditional JWS. As opposed to using recurrent
neural architecture as side information, word seg-
mentation in Japanese is directly learned by using
LSTM.

Furthermore, a neural network approach for nor-
malization was explored (Kann et al., 2016; Ikeda et
al., 2016). Kann et al. (2016) proposed a character-
based encoder-decoder model and achieved state-
of-the-art accuracy for the task of canonical mor-
phological segmentation. Because their method
was based on unsupervised learning, it could be
learned at a low cost. However, it was necessary
to adjust word segmentation criteria to human an-
notation. Ikeda et al. (2016) also presented an
encoder-decoder model for Japanese text normaliza-
tion. However, their model was only as good as con-
ventional CRF, although it was trained with a large-
scale artificially created corpus.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an LSTM neural network
approach to JWS. We proposed learning Japanese-
specific features, such as character-type and charac-
ter n-gram, as embeddings, and dictionary features
as a sparse vector. The proposed method was shown
to achieve comparable accuracy to state-of-the-art
systems on various domains.

In JWS, it is important to deal with colloquial
expressions that are frequently found in dialogue-
based conversations and web text (Saito et al., 2014;
Sasano et al., 2013; Kaji and Kitsuregawa, 2014).
It is expected that deep neural architectures, such as
convolutional neural networks, may be effective for
this scenario because of their ability to learn robust
representations of characters and words (Ling et al.,
2015).
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